
               
 

How to do….. 
 

Hidden from View cards 
 
During winter some things are dormant and hidden from view. Today’s story is about somebody 
being kept hidden to be kept safe. Make some hidden from view pictures.  

 

You will need: 
 
Thin card     Scissors 
Old Christmas cards or magazines  Felt tips 
Glue stick  

 
What to do: 
 

1. Start with a square of card – I used an A4 sheet with the end cut off. 
2. Fold it in half from side to side, then unfold, and fold in half the other way from side to 

side. 
3. There should now be folds to show 4 individual squares. 
4. Cut along one of the folds to the middle of the square. 
5. Turn the card over 
6. Fold up and away from the cut so that the cut edge is level with the fold across the middle. 

(See diagram). Repeat on the other side. (You will need these folds later.) Unfold, and turn 
the card back over.  

7. It’s a good idea now to try putting the squares on each side of the cut one on top of the 
other to make sure that it will stand up when it is finished. The fold that you have just 
made should go from the centre of the card out to the point at the front. 

8. Decorate the inside. I have done one of mine to show Mary, Joseph and Jesus and the 
other a tree branch in spring. Because I had Christmas cards left I cut out some figures 
from them but you could draw your own design. 

9. Decorate the outsides so that they don’t give away what is inside. 
10. Once all the glue has dried you can stick the square from one side of the cut onto the one 

the other side.  
11. When it is stuck carefully fold the base inside the card so that it is hidden.  

 
See next page for diagram, or watch the video on our YouTube channel 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpcB9321NJzEHS1K9LU-kAg …. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpcB9321NJzEHS1K9LU-kAg
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To finish, slide square A over square 
B, and glue in place to make a 3D 

card. 
The fold marks will allow the base to 

fold up when the sides of the card are 
brought together. 

When you open it, the hidden picture 
will be revealed! 

Or watch the video on our YouTube channel! 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpcB9321NJzEHS1K9LU-kAg  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpcB9321NJzEHS1K9LU-kAg

